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Abstract 
Mobile agent systems have attracted a great deal of attention in recent years. 
Various agent systems have been proposed and implemented so far. But their 
systems are usually equipped with their own features that are hard to simulate 
by other systems even with respect to agent movement mechanisms. Therefore, 
a generalized framework that can describe various mechanisms in a formal 
manner is strongly needed. This paper proposes a simple and flexible calculus 
Adist, which provides a neat tool for describing movement mechanisms of 
code, data and execution states. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Distributed programming language systems in which code, data and/or exe
cution states move around among computer systems (Cardelli 1995, Colusa 
1995, White 1996, Gosling et al. 1995, Knabe 1995, Marzo et al. 1995, StraBer 
et al. 1996, Gray 1995) have been proposed with the development of telecom
munication networks. Such distributed systems are often called "agent sys
tems". There is, however, a serious terminological gap among the people who 
build and study agent systems. In this paper, we use an agent system to 
mean a system in which code, data and/or execution states can be transmit
ted dynamically. Many agent systems are so different to each other that it 
is usually the case that one agent system is hard to simulate another system 
and vice versa. The difference is due to the different presuppositions they 
assume on application, security, availability, heterogeneity, efficiency, and so 
on. To compare and discuss the difference among agent systems, it is nec
essary to have a common framework that can describe their agent move
ment mechanisms in a formal manner. This paper proposes a simple cal
culus Adist, which can describe agent movement mechanisms and a variety 
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22 Part One Mobility and Pi-Calculus 

of mechanisms for distributed computations. We demonstrate that mecha
nisms of Obliq(Cardelli 1995), Telescript(White 1996), Facile(Knabe 1995) 
and Java(Gosling et al. 1995) can be described in .Adist in Section 5 . .Adist is 
an extension of a call-by-value .A calculus with agent expressions and data 
movement types. 

Existing concurrent or distributed calculi are not sufficient for modelling 
properties of agent movement mechanisms in distributed systems, because 
they give a single fixed semantics for code and data movement. Linda's tuple 
space(Carriero et al. 1989) gives a simple view of distributed computation. 
But since it abstracts distribution and communication mechanism, it is not 
suitable to describe implementational issues. Pi-calculus(Milner et al. 1989) 
and HACL(Kobayashi et al. 1995) can describe communication, but it lack> a 
notion of location or site, which is important in discussing distribution, and is 
also lacking a notion of identity, which is necessary for expressing autonomy 
of agents. The semantics of Obliq has a notion of distributed scope, which can 
be used as a framework to discuss data movement in a distributed system. But 
its expressive power is not enough to subsume all mechanisms of Telescript. 
Since Telescript is designed on its own metaphor, it is often inconvenient to 
describe familiar mechanisms such as remote references. Fournet(Fournet et 
al. 1996) proposed a process calculus with locations, in which one can describe 
location-dependent definitions and interaction between locations. The calculus 
gives static scoping rules for distributed environment. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces our idea 
of representing code mobility. We illustrates the data movement mechanism in 
our calculus in Section 3. In Section 4, we presents the operational semantics 
of our calculus. We show that various mechanisms in distributed language 
systems can be described with our calculus in Section 5. Section 6 concludes 
the paper. 

2 CODE MOBILITY 

One of the most distinguished points of mobile agent language systems from 
other language systems is their facility to move code and execution states 
to another site dynamically. But semantics of code movement mechanisms in 
proposed mobile language systems is often given by a style in which imple
mentational details are described. To discuss the differences between mobile 
language systems, we have to put them on a common formal foundation. 
We had investigated many proposed systems and found that their underly
ing mechanisms are so different that it was hard for one system to emulate 
another system. For instance, one needs complicated programming to imple
ment several mechanisms of Obliq in Telescript. We design a simple calculus 
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with code mobility, called Adist, to give a common formal framework in which 
many different code mobility mechanisms can be described. 

2.1 Preliminary definitions 

Let e1 and e2 be expressions, then e1 = e2 denotes the fact that e1 is syntac
tically equivalent to e2 . Let f be a function, then Dom(/) means the domain 
of f. We denote by [x1 t-t y1 , ... , Xn t-t Yn] a finite map where each x; corre
sponds toy; fori= 1, ... , n. The concatenation of two maps s, s' denotes the 
following map: 

ss'(x) = {s'(x) 
s(x) 

if x E Dom(s') 

otherwise 

We denote by [ytfxt, ... , Ynfxn] the substitution that replaces each occur
rence of x; with y; for i = 1, ... , n. The empty map and the empty sub
stitution are denoted by 0. Application of a substitution s with a finite 
map [xt t-t Yt, ... ,Xn t-t Yn] is defined by [xt t-t s(yt), ... ,Xn t-t s(yn)]. Let 
S 1 = {s;,, s;~, ... } be an indexed set. We denote by Idx(SJ) a set of indexes 
appearing in S 1. 

2.2 Calculus overview 

We use an extension of call-by-value A-calculus, called Adist, to express code, 
which is defined by the following grammar: 

e ::= p I go I x I Ax.e I ee I (e) 

where xis a variable, Ax.e is an abstraction and ee is an application. We use p 
to denote a place, which means almost the same notion in the terminology of 
Telescript. It is called a site in the terminology of Obliq. Finally, (e) denotes 
an agent or a unit of code movement. In addition, we often use let-expression 
as a syntax sugar such that let x = e1 in e2 = (Ax.e 2 )e 1 . We denote by let x1 = 
e1, ... , Xn =en in e a sequence of let-expressions let Xt = e1 in let ... in let Xn = 
en in e, which is s~called let* expression. 

The code movement operation in our calculus is described by the following 
go-expression that is quite a similar mechanism to that of Telescript: 

gop 

where p denotes a destination. Unlike Telescript, one needs not to specify a 
ticket as a parameter for go-expression. After evaluating a go-expression, its 
continuation will be moved to destination, and then evaluated there. 

let x = 3, y =gop in (! x) 

In the above code fragment, (! x) is evaluated in place p. Multi-hopping is 
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realized just by a repetition of go-expressions: 

let x = 3, y =gop, z =go q in (! x) 

In this case, the expression moves to place p, then moves to place q, and finally 
(! x) is evaluated at q. 

Though an entire continuation always moves in the above examples, it is 
often the case that one wants to move a part of an expression. Such a part 
is called an agent or a mobile object. Thus we introduce an agent expression 
(e). 

Definition 1 When a go-expression is evaluated, the area of code moved to a 
destination is the innermost agent expression surrounding the go-expression. 

let x = 2,y =(let z =go q in (g 3)) in(! x) 

In the above example, the code to be moved, when go q is evaluated at a 
place p, is the innermost agent expression surrounding go q, that is (let z = 
go q in (g 3)). (g 3) is evaluated at place q and (! x) is evaluated at place p. 

Formally, the operational semantics and an agent splitting operation from 
an entire expression are defined as below. The semantics is defined by the 
following reduction rules of expressions using contexts: 

C[(..\x.e)v]--+ C[[vfx]e] 

C((v)] --+ C[v] 

contexts C ::= []I Ce I (..\x.e)C I (C) 

where v ranges over values, defined in Figure 1. We call [] a hole. A context 
is an expression containing a single hole. Let C be a context, we denote by 
C[e) an expression syntactically equivalent to C except that the hole in C is 
replaced with e. For instance, let C be context (..\x.x)[], then C[3) is expression 
(..\x.x)3. We use a context to indicate the current evaluation point. We can 
specify evaluation order using contexts. Given expression e, if there is a context 
C such that e = C[(..\x.e)v], we regard (..\x.e)v as the current evaluation point 
of the context. The second reduction rule says that an agent expression is just 
ignored when there is no go-expression in the agent expression. 

When a go-expression is evaluated, the innermost agent expression sur
rounding the go-expression moves to the destination and the rest of the ex
pression without the agent still remains at the current place. Suppose we 
evaluate C[go q] at place p, and let (A[go q]) be the innermost agent expres
sion surrounding the go q such that C(go q] :: R[(A[go q])] for some context 
R. Then A[go q] will move to the destination q and then be evaluated at q. We 
define that a go-expression is reduced to the starting place in view of agents. 
Thus, we have 

C(go q) --+ A(p]. 
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On the other hand, the rest of the expression R stays at the current place. 
We define that a go-expression is reduced to the destination place in view of 
the expression surrounding the agent. Namely, we have 

C[go q]-- R[q]. 

The operation of splitting an agent from an expression is precisely defined 
by the following function <p (where 0 denotes the current continuation): 

<p( C) = <p1 ([], [),([]),C) 
<p1(R, A, 0, []) = (R, A) 

<p1(R,A,O,Ce) = <p1(R,A[[]e],O[[]e],C) 

<p1(R, A, 0, (-\x.e)C) = <p1(R, A[(-\x.e)[]], 0[(-\x.e)[]], C) 
<p1(R, A, 0, (C))= <p1(0, [], 0[([]}], C) 

Proposition 1 If <p(C) = (R, A), then R[(A}] = (C). 

This proposition says that the composition of R and A is equivalent to C, 
namely, <p splits C into R and A, correctly. 

3 DATA MOBILITY 

In order for code mobility to be significant, we must have a distinction between 
something local and something remote. If there is no difference between local 
evaluation and remote one, why should we move code? Thus, we introduce 
a local store for each place to represent local resources. Any value in a local 
store is accessible only from the code in the same place. A store is a finite 
map from addresses to values, written as follows: 

I 
[a~--+ 7T, b ~--+ "abc"T ] 

We denote by the above notation a store where integer 7 is stored at address 
a and string "abc" is stored at address b. Superscripts T and T 1 are called data 
movement types, which will be explained soon. We use the following form to 
express a reduction rule that expression e at place p with store sp is reduced 
into expression e1 and yields store s~: 

1- I I 
sp Pe--e ,sp 

We denote by a@p a remote reference referring to address a at place p. 
In addition to stores, we introduce standard operations on stores. 

e ::= ... I ref re I !e I set ee 

contexts C ::= ... I ref rC I !C I set Ce I set vC 
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They are quite standard ones; ref allocates a new initialized memory,! derefers 
an address and set updates a stored value. Formally, 

sp 1-p C[ref rv]- C[a], sp[a 1--+ vr] for some a(/. Dom(sp) 

sp 1-p C[!a]- C[v], sp if sp(a) = vr 

sp 1-p C[set av]- C[()], sp[a 1--+ vr] where sp(a) = v'r for some v' 
where concatenation of finite maps means the union of them provided that 
the latter map is preferred when their domains overlap. 

A data movement type is associated with each address and specifies the 
behavior of a stored value when it is moved. When a value is moved to other 
place, it may be copied, become a remote reference, or be nullified. Data 
movement mechanisms vary widely depending on mobile language systems. 
For instance, Telescript and Obliq have completely different data movement 
mechanisms. A remote value can be referred to by a remote reference in Obliq, 
while one cannot have a remote reference in principle in Telescript. We intro
duce 6 kinds of data movement type, which are sufficient to describe move
ment mechanisms of almost all proposed mobile language systems. We denote 
a data movement type for an address by a superscript of a value stored at the 
address. 
Copy type: 

current place p 

destination q 

before movement 
[at-+ v copy' ... ] 

[ 0 0 .] 

after movement translation 
[at-+ v copy' ... ] 0 
[a' I-+ v' copy' ... ] a 1--+ a' (a' fresh) 

This table shows how stores at the current place and the destination place 
change before and after data movement. The translation means how the moved 
address changes after the movement. The address translation at the current 
place is empty since one needs no address translation at the current place for 
this type. Because value v referred to by address a before the movement will 
be referred by address a' after the movement at the destination, we have to 
replace address a with address a' at the destination. This type of movement 
is so-called copy operation. A value v is copied to a new space a'. If v is also 
an address, the rules of data movement are applied recursively. In this case, 
the value referred to by address v is also copied to an newly allocated address 
v'. 
Resident type: 

current place p 
destination q 

before movement 
[a t-+ v resident, ... ] 

[. 0 .] 

after movement 
[at-+ vresident, ... ] 

[ ... ] 

translation 
0 
a~--+ a@p 

This type represents data which always stay at the current place, are never 
moved to other place, and are only referred to as a remote reference from 
the outside. The address translation at the destination place maps address 
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a to remote reference a@p since v is referred as a remote reference from the 
outside. 
Carry type: 

current place p 

destination q 

before movement 
[a t-+ v carry, ... ] 

[ ... ] 

after movement 
[a t-+ v carry, ... ] 

[a' t-+ v' carry, ... ] 

translation 
at-+ a'@q 
a t-+ a' (a' fresh) 

Conversely, this type represents migration. A value of carry type is moved 
to the destination and is referred to by a remote reference from the previous 
place. The address translation at the current place replaces every address a 
appeared in place p with remote reference a'@q since value v is supposed to 
be moved to the destination place q. 

Proper type: 

current place p 
destination q 

before movement 
[a t-+ v proper, ... ] 

[ ... ] 

after movement 
[at-+ v proper, ... ] 

[ ... ] 

translation 
0 
at-+ .l 

where .l denotes the undefined value. This type represents a value that never 
goes out and that cannot be referred to from the outside. Every address a is 
replaced with the undefined value .l at the destination, thus the agent cannot 
refer to the value after the movement. An instance of this type is non-owner 
reference in Telescript. 

Takeaway type: 
before movement 

current place p [at-+ v takeaway, ... ] 

destination q [ ... ] 

after movement 
[a t-+ v takeaway, ... ] 

[a' t-+ v' takeaway, ... ] 

translation 
at-+.l 
a t-+ a' 

A value of this type is considered to be inherently possessed by an agent. 
Every address a in the start place p is replaced with the undefined value .l so 
that anyone there cannot refer to the data after the movement. It looks as if 
a value is gone with an agent. 

Ubiq type: 

current place p 
destination q 

before movement 
[at-+ v ubiq, ... ] 
[a t-+ v' ubiq, ... ] 

after movement 
[a t-+ v ubiq, ... ] 
[at-+ v' ubiq, ... ] 

translation 

0 
0 

This type is used to represent a common interface, say system calls, sup
posed to be facilitated by both the start and the destination place. Facile( Knabe 
1995), which is an extension of Standard ML added mobility, has this type of 
values. 
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p E Place 

T E DMType ::=copy I resident I carry I proper I takeaway I ubiq 
a E Addr 

a@p E RemAddr = Addr x Place 

v E Val::=() I go I p I a I a@p I Ax.e 

e E Exp : := v I x I ee I fix x .e I ( e} I ref re I !e I set ee 
fin s E Store = Addr -> Val x DMType 

C ::=[]I Ce I (Ax.e)C I (C} I set Ce I set vC I !C I ref rC 

Figure 1 Domains 

4 OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS 

The semantic objects for our calculus are listed in Figure 1. The expressions 
are lambda expressions extended by a fixed-point operator, an agent expres
sion and operations on stores. Let-expressions are syntactic macro such that 
let x = e1 in e2 = (Ax.e2)e 1. Unit is the singleton set whose element is denoted 
by(). A place p abstracts a location where expressions are evaluated. A store 
s is a finite map from addresses to values. 

The operational semantics is described in the usual call-by-value fashion(Figure 
2). Given a place p and a store sp, the operational semantics associates an 
expression e with the reduced expression e' and the possibly updated store 
s'. This is denoted by Sp r P e ----> e', s'. Contexts are used to determine the 
redex of given expressions. 

4.1 Formulating data movement 

We formulate data movement operations by effects of data movement. An 
effect is a quadruple (u, 0, s, v) where 

u : the effect on the current store, 

(;I : the effect on the moving agent, 

s : the possibly updated destination store, and 

v : the moving data. 

Data movement is defined by a relation => on effects x effects listed in Figure 
3, where u,O,s,v => u',O',s',v' the lefthand side expresses the effect before 
moving v and the righthand side expresses the effect after the movement. 
Suppose that we move value v from place p to place q, if0, 0, sq, v => u, 0, s~, v' 
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Sp 1-p C[(.Ax.e)v]---+ C[[vjx]e], Sp 

sp 1-p C[fix x.e]---+ C[[(fix x.e)jx]e], sp 
sp 1-p C[(v)] ---+ C[v], sp 

sp 1-p C[ref rv]---+ C[a], sp[a f-> vr] for some a¢ Dom(sp)· 

sp 1-p C[!a]---+ C[v], sp if sp(a) = vr. 

Sp 1-p C[set av]--+ C[()],sp[a f-> vr] where sp(a) = v'r for some v1 • 

Figure 2 Operational semantics without go 
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holds, then after moving v the current and the destination stores will become 
usp and s~, respectively. The value v will change into Ov in place q. 

4.2 Formulating distributed computations 

We have never mentioned so far about concurrency of distributed computa
tions. But there are a lot of places in the world and each place may have 
several activities so that we must perform several evaluations. Concurrent 
computation in Adist is represented as a transition relation ...__. between global 
states that are a pair of a finite set S of stores, and a finite set E of expressions 
with their places. 

sp E S ~ S = Store x Place 

1-p e E E ~ £ = Place x Exp 

A global state is written sp, sq, sr, ... 11-p e, 1-q e1 , •••• 

The relation between local computations and distributed computations are 
established by the following rule: 

1- I I sp P e ---+ e , sP 

( Sp II-p e) ...__. ( s~ II-p e1) 

This implies that any possible local computation can be a global transition. 
Let T be a set of stores and F be a set of execution states. The following rule 
implies that we can add unrelated stores and states to a transition freely. 

(SIE) ...__.(51 IE') Idx(S) n Idx(T) = 0 

(S, TIE, F)...__. (S'' TIE'' F) 

4.3 The movement mechanism of code and execution states 

The agent movement algorithm proceeds as follows: 
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sp(a) = vcopy u,O[a 1---+ a'],sq,v => u',O',s~,v' 
~~------~~--~------~--(COPY) 

u 0 s a => u' 0' s' [a' 1---+ v' copy] a' 
' ' q' ' ' q ' 

8 (a)= vresident 
P (RESIDENT) 

u, 0, sq, a => u, O[a 1---+ a@p], sq, a@q 
sp(a) = vcarry u[a 1---+ a'@q],O[a 1---+ a'],sq,v => u',O',s~,v' 

I (CARRY) 
0'" 0 s a => 0'"1 0' s' [a' 1---+ v carry] a' 

' ' q, ' ' q ' 
sp(a) = vproper 

[ '] [ I l I (PROPER) u,O,sq,a => u,O a 1---+ a ,sq a 1---+ .1. ,a 

s (a) - v takeaway 0'" O[a 1---+ a'] s v => u' 0' s' v' 
P - ' ' q, ' ' q• (TAKEAWAY) 

0'" 0 s a => u'[a I-+ .1.] 0' s' [a' I-+ v' takeaway] a' 
' ' q' ' ' q ' 

s (a)= v ubiq 
P (UBIQ) 

u,O,sq,a => u,O,sq,a 
provided that a E Addr, a fl. Dom( 0) and a' fl. Dom( sq) for all the above rules. 

r = q (REMl) r f:. q (REM2) 
u, 0, sq, a@r => u, 0, sq, a u, 0, sq, a@r => u, 0, sq, a@r 

a E Addr a E Dom(O) (ADDR) 
u,O,sq,a => u,O,sq,Oa 

Figure 3 The movement relation => 

1. Split the innermost agent expression by cp. Let A be the agent and R be 
the rest of the expression. 

2. Move all the addresses referred to from A to the destination store. 
3. Apply the effects of data movement to the current store, the destination 

store, and the agent. 

As illustrated in Section 2, given a context C, if cp( C) = ( R, A), then A is the 
innermost agent expression and R is the rest. All the addresses referred to 
from A are computed by the following mapping ADDR : Context --+ Addr U 
RemAddr: 

ADDR([]) = ADDR(()) = ADDR(p) = ADDR(x) = 0 

ADDR(a) ={a}, ADDR(a@p) = {a@p} 

ADDR(..\x.e) = ADDR(e.l) = ADDR(fix x.e) = ADDR(e) 

ADDR((e)) = ADDR(ref Te) = ADDR(!e) = ADDR(e) 

ADDR(e1e2) = ADDR(set e1e2) = ADDR(el) U ADDR(e2) 
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Step 3 of the agent movement algorithm above is described by the following 
algorithm MOVE, which computes the effects on the current store, the effect 
on the moving agent, and the possibly updated destination store. 

Algorithm MOVE : Store x Store x Context ---> Subst x Subst x Store 

Input: (sp, sq, A). 
Initially: X= ADDR(A), u = 0, () = 0, s = 0. 

while X is not empty do: 
Choose any a from X; 
If3u',8',s',a' s.t. u,8,s,a =? u',(J',s',a' 
then u +- u'· () +-- ()'· s +- s'· X +--X\ {a}· , ' ' ' 
otherwise fail 

Output: (u, 8, s). 
Termination of this algorithm is obvious since X is initially finite and decreases 
for one step in the while loop. 

Finally, the movement mechanism of code and execution states is formulated 
by the following rule: 

rp(C) = (R,A) MOVE(sp,sq,A) = (u,8,s~) 

5 EXPRESSIVE POWER 

In this section, we demonstrate that several language constructs for dis
tributed mobile computation can be encoded in ..\dist and that it can emulate 
several mobile languages by translating them into ..\dist in a simple way. 

5.1 Synchronization 

First of all, we define simple constructs for synchronization and communica
tion. They are quite simple because the central issue that we want to address is 
not synchronization or communication mechanisms of distributed languages, 
either. We take a position that one can add his favorite communication con
structs to ..\dist in a consistent manner. We shall use the following syntactic 
macros: 

channel= ..\x.ref resident 0 

is-ready? = ..\a.!a f 0 

put-value= ..\a . ..\v.set a v 
get-value= fix f . ..\a.if !a = 0 then fa else !a 
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where fix is a fixed point operator. Channel macro creates a new address 
initialized integer zero of resident type. Is-ready? macro is reduced to true if 
the argument is a reference to non-zero value, and reduced to false otherwise. 
We interpret integer zero as an empty channel. Put-value macro stores a value 
to a given address. Get-value macro waits until a value stored in the address 
changes from integer zero. 

5.2 Remote evaluation 

A macro that evaluates an expression at a remote place is defined as follows: 

leval(e) = e 
reval(e,p) = let c =channel() 

_ = (let from = go p, result = e 
in (let _ = go from in put-value c result)) 

in get-value c 

Leva! macro defines local evaluation of expression e, which is just e itself. 
Rev a!( e, p) defines evaluation of expression e at place p. To evaluate e at place 
p, a channel is created and the execution at the current place waits until a 
return value will be stored in the channel. An agent goes to place p, evaluates 
e there, returns to his birthplace and stores a return value in the channel. We 
would like to define the semantics of remote procedure call here. Let a@p be 
a remote reference of a function defined at place p. Then invocation of remote 
function is defined as follows: 

rpc(a@p, v) d~ reval(!av,p) 

rpc(a, v) d~ leval(!av) 

For convenience, we extend the semantics of RPC for local functions. If a is 
a local or remote reference of a function, then rpc(a, v) works with the above 
definition. 

5.3 Remote reference 

In our calculus, we can define the semantics of remote references in an intu
itively natural way. 

!a@p d~ reval(!a,p) 

set a@p v d~ reval(set a v,p) 

Namely, dereference of remote reference a@p is defined as dereference of ad
dress a at place p. Similarly, assignment of value v to remote reference a@p is 
defined as assignment of value v to address a at place p. 
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5.4 Encoding 0 bliq 

Obliq(Cardelli 1995) is a simple distributed object-oriented language, which 
has a significant feature that one can specify the locations of values and con
trols in a completely implicit manner. Mobility of values is defined by muta
bility. One has disjoint immutable values and mutable values in Obliq. When 
an immutable value migrates, it is just copied. When a mutable value mi
grates, it is not copied and it will be referred to as a remote reference from 
remote places. Consistency of a mutable value is guaranteed since it is never 
duplicated. The difference of execution sites is due to the difference between 
functions and methods. In Obliq, a function is always executed locally since 
a function is copied across sites as a function is a value. On the other hand a 
method is executed remotely since an object, and of course its methods, is re
ferred as a remote reference from the outside of its resident site. The following 
fragment of Obliq code is a variation of the example used in {Cardelli 1995) 
to illustrate difference of execution sites: 
Server Site: 

net_export{"ComputeServer", lamer, 

{reval => meth{s,p)p()end,leval => proc(p)p()end}); 

Client Site: 

let server= net_import("ComputeServer", lamer); 

var x = 0; 

server.reval{proc{)x := x +lend); 

server.leval{proc{)x := x +lend); 

where lamer means the name of the computing object. When one invokes 
reval, the function passed to reval as an argument that increments x will 
be evaluated at the server site since a function is copied when referred to from 
a remote site. When one invokes leval, it will be evaluated at the client site 
since leval is a function and it is copied to the client site when referred to. 

We show that a subset of Obliq, called coreObliq, can be implemented in 
our calculus by constructing a simple translation map from coreObliq into our 
calculus. The syntax of coreObliq is as follows: 

X 

proc( x) s end 
a( b) 
meth{x, x') s end 
{h => a1, ... ,In=> an} 
a.l 
a.l(b) 

identifiers 
procedures 
procedure invocation 
methods 
objects 
field selection 
method invocation 
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a.l := b 
clone( a) 
a;b 

field update/method override 
object cloning 
sequential execution 

We give the semantics of coreObliq by translating it into .\dist(One can find 
an informal explanation in (Cardelli 1995)). The translation map is defined 
by T: coreObliq-+ .\dist defined below. 

T[x] = x, T[proc(x) send]= .\x.T[s], T[a(b)] = T[a]T[b] 

T[meth(x, x') s end]= refresident (.\(x, x').T[s]) 

A procedure is translated into a lambda abstraction. Because a lambda ab
straction is copied whenever moved to the outside of a place, a procedure 
is always executed locally. While a method is referred to by a reference of 
resident type so that it is executed in its resident place. The first parameter 
of the method is the object they belongs to (often called self or this variable) 
and the second parameter is an argument for the method. 

T[{li => ai}] =ref resident {li => T[ai], 

update_/;=> ref resident (.\(s, v).set (s.l;)v)} 

Because an object in Obliq is referred to by a remote reference from the 
outside of its resident place and it is not copied at migration, it is referred to 
by a reference of resident type in .\dist. We add a special additional method 
for each field of a record to support field update operation. 

T[a.l] = (!T[a])./ 

T[a.l(b)] =let o = T[a] in rpc((!o)./, (o, T[b])) 
T[a.l := b] = T[a.update_/(b)] 

Field selection is translated straightforwardly. Method invocation is translated 
into a remote procedure call. Field update operation is translated to a call to 
a special update method. Since field update operation must be executed in 
its resident place, it is a reference of resident type (see the translation rule 
for objects given above). 

T[e1; e2] = let _ = T[e1] in T[e2] 

T[clone(a)] =ref resident (!T[a]) 

The translation rule for sequential execution is obvious. Object cloning op
eration creates a local clone object whether the original object is at a local 
or a remote place. Dereference of an object reference copies the object to a 
local place. But this translation does not work since methods are not copied 
to a local place because they have resident type. So, to accomplish cloning 
operation one has to copy each method explicitly. 

Now we would like to see how the translation works by translating the 
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ComputeServer example above. The example is translated into the following 
expresswns: 

Server Site: 

neLexport(" ComputeServer", N amer, 

ref resident{reval => ref resident A(s, p).p(), leva}=> Ap.p(), 
update...reval => ... , updateJeval => ... } ) 

Client Site: 

let server= netjmport("ComputeServer", Namer) 

x = ref resident 0 

_=let o =server in rpc((!o).reval,(o,A().set x (x + 1))) 

in (!server).leval(A().set x (x + 1)) 

provided that update methods are omitted since they are not used in this 
example. Apparently, invocation of reval is compiled to a remote procedure 
call so that it is executed at the resident place, while the invocation of leval 
is compiled to just a function application so that it is executed locally. 

5.5 Encoding Java class loader 

We describe the class loading mechanism of Java. The unit of code trans
mission in Java is a class. Until a method of an unloaded class is called, the 
code of the class is not transmitted from a server. For simplicity, we show the 
case of a function that is not copied until it is called. To describe such a code 
movement mechanism, the following stores suffice: 

server : [a ~---> f resident] 

client :[stub~---> (Ax.let _=set stub (!(a@server)) in !stub x)copy] 

We have a function f at the server place and a stub of the function at the 
client place. When we invoke the stub with a value v like !stub v, it copies 
the function f to the client place and then invoke f with v. We can generate 
a stub of a function f by evaluating the following macro at the server place: 

genstub(f) :=let a = ref resident J, stub = ref copy 0, 

f' = Ax.let _=set stub (!a) in !stub x, 

_ = set stub f' 
in stub 

When evaluating genstub at the server place to generate the stub off, the 
function f is referred to by an address a of resident type from the stub, so 
that the function itself is referred to as a remote reference from the client 
place. A client has a stub of the function instead. 
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We have proposed a simple and powerful framework .Adist in which various dis
tribute mechanisms can be modeled. It has been shown that agent movement 
mechanisms can be modelled formally by agent expressions and the notion of 
data movement types. We have also demonstrated that the important mecha
nisms of several distributed language systems can be described in our calculus. 
The motivation for our general distributed calculus arose from the difference 
of the underlying movement mechanisms of various agent language systems. 
Because they are so different, it is hard for one agent language system to sim
ulate another agent language systems. Thus we needed a new framework that 
can describe a variety of language mechanisms. We are currently exploring 
type systems capturing ownership and distribution. 
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